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Richard Iliad and George Rothschild are pushing the cup for a change.

Aman Ramovich, who was slapped by Charlie, had already gone back to the room angrily. The wives of
the two also went back to the room first because they were too drunk.

In the banquet hall, these two men are left with a drink for you and me.

Both of them are in a very good mood. After all, tomorrow is a good day for the two children to get
married. It will not take long after the wedding that Olivia will be able to ascend the throne and
become the queen.

At that time, William, as her husband, will also be officially canonized as Prince.

By then, William, who has the title of Prince, will surely become famous in the Rothschild family.

Maybe, their entire family will be able to squeeze into the second ladder of the Rothschild family.

Just when the two were drinking happily, Olivia ran down quickly, panting and said, “Dad! Uncle
George! You guys go up to the second floor! William is in trouble!”

“Get into trouble?” William’s father George asked with a surprised look: “Aren’t you young people
going to play cards? What trouble can William do?”

Olivia cried and said: “William was thinking of setting up a game for Charlie, and he joined up with a
friend of his to get Charlie to pit Charlie, but Charlie saw it through, and he lost to Charlie by 2 billion.
Euro, now Charlie is arguing about going to court…”

“What?!” George felt dizzy for a while, and blurted out: “What kind of ambition did he dare to leave
the old Qiankeng Charlie? And it’s such a big deal… I didn’t tell him, don’t go. Did you provoke that
surname wade?”

Olivia also regretted it and said: “William thinks that this thing can be done without knowing it, not
only can he win Charlie a sum of money, but also have the opportunity to win Charlie’s Concorde. , But
he didn’t expect that he would lose to Charlie by 2 billion in the end…”

George was about to collapse after hearing this.

It goes without saying that 2 billion euros is a huge sum of money. The key is that this incident has
caused the current situation. If Charlie really wants to stabb him out, then his son will be completely
ruined.

In Europe, if a person’s reputation goes bankrupt, everything about him will go bankrupt.

Moreover, for such a large amount of money, I am afraid that I will be in jail from now until my 80th
birthday!

I’m just such a son, and I can’t let him go to jail for anything!



Therefore, George immediately realized that the most important thing at the moment is that nothing
about this matter will allow Charlie to poke the matter out!

Do everything possible to reconcile with Charlie!

So he hurriedly got up and blurted out: “Take me over! I’ll talk to Charlie!”

Richard also said nervously: “I’ll be with you!”

Soon, the two ran into the chess and card room on the second floor with Olivia.

As soon as I entered the room, I sawWilliam, who had a broken hand, kneeling on the ground and
crying.

But Charlie stood in front of him with his shoulders folded at this moment, with an arrogant
expression on his face.

As soon as George walked in, he didn’t dare to care about his son. He hurriedly came to Charlie and
said in a low voice, “MR. Wade, my godson has nothing to do with this matter. I hope you can forgive
me…”

Charlie asked him back: “He is your son, but not my son, why should I forgive him a lot?”
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